Interrupter resistance elucidated by alveolar pressure measurement in open-chest normal dogs.
The interrupter method for measuring respiratory system resistance involves rapidly interrupting flow at the mouth while measuring the pressure just distal to the point of interruption. The pressure signal observed invariably exhibits two distinct phases. The first phase is a very rapid jump, designated delta Pinit, which occurs immediately on interruption of flow. The second phase is designated delta Pdif and is a further pressure change in the same direction as delta Pinit but evolving over several seconds. The physiological interpretations of delta Pinit and delta Pdif have been somewhat unclear. Delta Pinit has been taken to equal the pressure drop across the pulmonary airways, possibly with a contribution from the tissues of the respiratory system. Delta Pdif can arise, in principle, from two sources: gas redistribution throughout the lung after interruption of flow and stress recovery within the tissues. To resolve these issues we performed interruption experiments on anesthetized paralyzed, tracheotomized, open-chest normal dogs during passive expiration while measuring alveolar pressures at three sites with alveolar capsules. We found that, in the absence of the chest wall, delta Pinit reflects only the resistance of the airways and that delta Pdif can be ascribed almost entirely to the stress recovery properties of lung tissues.